IN ASSOCIATION with ANTHONY VIVIAN

CHARLES B. COCHRAN'S

BLESS THE BRIDE

A Musical Show

by

A. P. HERBERT

with music by

VIVIAN ELLIS
ALL THE DRESSES IN
'Bless the Bride'
ARE MADE FROM
'Celanese'

that's the beauty of it!

Behind the footlights, the extravagance of a glorious past has been brilliantly evoked by the beauty of 'Celanese' Fabrics. Nevertheless these are essentially Modern Fabrics—they belong to a fashion-world where clean-cut lovely lines emphasize their unusual beauty of texture. We hope that before long 'Celanese' Fabrics will be more freely available in the shops.

Lucy's dress in Act II, reproduced from the original drawing by Tanya Moiseiwitsch.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH ANTHONY VIVIAN
CHARLES B. COCHRAN'S

BLESS THE BRIDE

A MUSICAL SHOW

By
A. P. HERBERT and VIVIAN ELLIS

Directed by WENDY TOYE

LOUIS LEVY'S THEATRE ORCHESTRA
Conducted by MICHAEL COLLINS

Costumes and Scenery designed by TANYA MOISEIWITSCH

Characters in order of their appearance:

Alice Charity Willow ............................ DIANA BEALL
Cousin George .................................... STEWART VARTAN
Archdeacon Gurney ............................... GWILYM JONES
Lucy Veraggity Willow ......................... LIZBETH WEBB
The Honourable Thomas Trout ............... BRIAN REECE
Ann Fidelty ........................................ JOAN ELVIN
Charlotte Patience .................. Lucy's Sisters ........................................ PAMELA CARROLL
Elizabeth Prudence ......................... Sisters ........................................ NATHASIA WILLS
Frances Fortitude ........................ ........ MILDRED GRIFFITHS
Millicent Punctuality ....................... EDMUND GOFFRON
Pierro Fontaine ................................ BETTY PAUL
Suzanne Valois .................................. ERIC PORT
Augustus Willow (Lucy's Father) ............ EDNA CLEMENT
Mary Willow (Lucy's Mother) ............... JAMES HARCOURT
Albert Willow (Augustus's Father) .......... HEBE BLISS
Harriet Willow (Grandmamma) .............. ANONA WING
Nanny ............................................... BABATUNDE MACAULAY
Butter ................................................ ALLAN BOURNE WEBB
First Gendarmerie ............................... VINCENT CHARLES
Second Gendarmerie ......................... M. Robers (Maitre d'Hotel, Cafe des Pommes) PETER LUPINO
Waiters .............................................. TOMMY HUDSON, DOUGLAS ORR
Marguerite .......................................... MARIE JUER
1st Customer ...................................... GERALD ANTHONY
2nd Customer ..................................... RICHARD AUBREY
Mons. Froiteaen ................................. PETER DIMUANTES
Newsvendor ........................................ PHILIP LEWYS

Corps de Ballet—Ladyes ........................ BETTY BARNES, DIANA BEALL, PAMELA CARROLL,
JANET ALBRIK, YVONNE ELLIS, JOAN ELVIN, MILDRED GRIFFITHS,
WINIFRED HAMMICK, MARY REYNOLDS, DORIS VERNON,
PATRICIA BROOKS, NATASHA WILLS

Conductor ................................. TOMMY HUDSON, DAVID LATOFF, PETER
LUPINO, DOUGLAS ORR, REG TAYLOR, JOHN TURNER
"BLESS THE BRIDE"
THE MUSIC....

THIS IS MY LOVELY DAY
MA BELLE MARGUERITE
I WAS NEVER KISSED BEFORE
DUCKY
PIANO SELECTION
VOCAL SCORE

Words by A. P. Herbert
Music by Vivian Ellis

PUBLISHED BY
CHAPPELL
50 New Bond St., London, W.1

ON SALE IN THIS THEATRE

Georges Guétary
SINGS THE HIT TUNES FROM
"Bless the Bride"
ON COLUMBIA RECORDS

Ma Belle Marguerite: Table for Two (88350)
with LETRICE WEBB
This is my Lovely Day
I was never kissed before

Piano Selections — "Bless the Bride"
VIVIAN ELLIS — 513730
All with the Adelphi Theatre Orchestra
Conductor: Michael Callender

THE FINEST NAME ON RECORD
COLUMBIA CHAPPELL COMPANY LIMITED, HAYMARKET, LONDON

Chorus—Ladies: PHYLLIS BRIDGEWATER, JOANNA COCHRANE, JOAN
KAYE, ANN GARDINER, HILDA GOODMAN, LORNE HODGIE,
TILLY HOLLAND, LORNA LEE, MARY TURNER, MARY NORTON,
MIMI PIPER, MARGARET SEWARD, EVELYN SPEDD, QUEENIE
TAYLOR

Gentlemen: GERALD ANTHONY, RICHARD AUDLEY, VINCENT
CHARLES, HERBERT CARR, OWEN JONES, PHILIP LEWIS,
FRANK O'CONNOR, CYRIL TURBIDGE, MICHAEL STOLLER,
ALLAN BOURNE WEBB, REDWAY WEST, JAMES ARMSTRONG

Production Manager: FRED WILEY

SCENES:

ACT I

Scene 1. The Grange, Mayfield. The Lawn
Scene 2. The Grange, Mayfield. A Shrubbery
Scene 3. The Grange, Mayfield. The Hall
Scene 4. Lucy's Nursery
Scene 5. The Hall

(Period: July, 1870)

ACT II

Scene 1. La Plage, Eauville
Scene 2. A Street, Eauville
Scene 3. The Cafe des Petites, Eauville

(Period: July, 1870)

Scene 4. The Grange, Mayfield.
Scene 5. The Hall

(Period: March, 1871)

MUSICAL NUMBERS:

Overture
Scene 1— "Croquet-Croquet"... THE COMPANY
"Too Good to be True"... THOMAS TROUT
"Thieves"... LUCY
"En Angleterre..."... SUZANNE, PIERRE, and THOMAS
"Oh! What will Mother say?"... THE COMPANY
"My Little Luv"... AUGUSTUS, MARY, and LUCY

Scene 2— "I Was Never Kissed Before"... LUCY, PIERRE, and SUZANNE

Scene 2— "Where is the Times?"... THE COMPANY
"Come, Dance, My Dear"... THE COMPANY
"The Silent Heart..."... LUCY

Ma Belle Marguerite... THE COMPANY

God Bless the Family... PIERRE

Scene 4— "Ducks"... NANNY

Scene 5— "Bless the Bride"... THE FAMILY

Piano
ACT II

Scene 1 -
"Bubbling-Bubbling"

"Mon Puits Fleuri Pierre"

Suzanne, Luc, and Pierre

Scene 2 -
"The Englishman"

Thomas, Augustus, Mary, and George

Scene 3 -
"In Connecticut"

Marcel and Waiters

Pierre

Scene 4 -
"A Table for Two"

This Is My Lovely Day

Lucy and Pierre

"To France"

Pierre and Company

Scene 5 -
"Twenty-One Candlesticks"

Nanny and the Sisters

Scene 6 -
"Here's a Kiss for One-and-Seventy"

"My Big Moment"

Sarah

The Company

Orchestrations by Phil Cardew, Chorus trained by Michael Collins

The music published by Chappell

FABRICS FOR ALL COSTUMES, CURTAIN, UPHOLSTERY,
AND GLOVES ARE MADE FROM CELANZE MATERIAL

Scenery painted by Dick Johnson. Built by Brookhill & Lovett


For times of performances see daily press.

T&G

Telephone: 780, 2463

We are sole agents for the following

London Theatre Programmes:

T&G

Telephone: 780, 2463

QUEEN'S HOTEL

HASTINGS - SUSSEX

UNRIVALLED POSITION ON PROMENADE

Manager: Manager: ROBERT LEICHER

Telephone: Hastings 487

Telephones: Queen's Hotel

The theatre is suitable for all shows including comedy and variety.

Central heating, hot and cold water and telephone in all bedrooms.

GLOUCESTER RESTAURANT

At the rear of the theatre in the East Court.

BALLROOM

AMERICAN BAR

Pecolso Bar

Excellent facilities for Banquets, Conferences, Wedding Receptions, etc.

Write for Terms

On premises more than 2/6 per day.
LINNIT & DUNFEE LTD. PRODUCTIONS

ALDWYCH THEATRE
RAYMOND LOVELL
IRIS HOEF
JANE BAXTER
JACQUES BERTHIER
in
AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY
A new comedy by W. DOUGLAS HOME (Author of "The Chiltern Hundreds")

AMBASSADORS THEATRE
JOAN HAYTHORNE
ARNOLD BELL
LIONEL MURTON
JEANETTE TREGARTHEN
in
LITTLE LAMBS EAT IVY
A comedy by NOEL LANGLEY

FORTUNE THEATRE
(In association with Alec Rea and E. P. Clif)
WALTER FITZGERALD
RACHEL KEMPSON
HUGH BURDEN
ARTHUR WONTNER
in
THE PARAGON
By ROLAND and MICHAEL PERTWEE

STRAND THEATRE
YOLANDE DONLAN
in
NOEL LANGLEY's
CAGE ME A PEACOCK
A new musical
Directed by Charles Hidman

VAUDEVILLE THEATRE
A. E. MATTHEWS
MARJORIE FIELDING
in
THE CHILTERN HUNDREDS
A comedy by W. DOUGLAS HOME

(For times of performances see announcements in the Press)
Printed by Henry Good & Son Ltd., London, E.C.4-269117